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ABSTRACT
Within the ongoing process of defining autonomous driving so-
lutions, experience design may represent an important interface
between humans and the autonomous vehicle. This paper presents
an empirical study that uses different ways of unimodal commu-
nication in autonomous driving to communicate awareness and
intent of autonomous vehicles. The goal is to provide recommen-
dations for feedback solutions within holistic autonomous driving
experiences. 22 test subjects took part in four autonomous, simu-
lated virtual reality shuttle rides and were presented with different
unimodal feedback in the form of light, sound, visualisation, text
and vibration. The empirical study showed that, compared to a no-
feedback baseline ride, light, and visualisation were able to create a
positive user experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With vehicle assistant systems being on the rise for multiple years,
autonomous vehicles (AVs) are starting to become reality [3, 7, 28,
32, 35]. Previous studies proof that losing the possibility of control
may lead to a negative User Experience (UX), especially in urban
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areas with a lot of situations happening at the same time [11, 17, 36].
Providing appropriate feedback could address potential issues and
lead to more positive experiences. We argue that autonomous driv-
ing immersion via feedback modalities should play a major role in
the holistic User Experience Design (UXD) of an automotive vehi-
cle and that by communication awareness and intent via unimodal
feedback modalities passengers can have a better understanding
of the AV’s actions and an improved overall UX. In this paper, we
introduce and discuss autonomous driving immersion focusing on
light, audio, text, visualisation and vibration feedback.

2 RELATEDWORK
Making artificial systems understandable to humans is part of the
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) research area [1, 8, 23] and
focuses on explainability and explanation [21]. One problem is that
experts in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) may not always be
the right ones to explain these complex models [8, 21, 22, 31]. There-
fore, simpler, context-dependent and well-timed human-friendly
ways of communication have to be found [13, 21]. The connec-
tion of UXD and XAI and the possible increase in transparency in
the human-AI interaction motivate this paper. Using single (uni-
modal) or multiple (multimodal) feedback modalities to communi-
cate awareness and intent in (semi-)autonomous driving has been
the topic of research in recent years. Multiple studies have shown
the usefulness of feedback modalities such as light, audio, visuali-
sation, text or vibration and their combinations to convey informa-
tion to a driver or passenger [12, 16, 18, 19, 24–27, 34]. They can
increase the understanding of a machine’s decision, and its limits
[4, 10, 20, 30, 37] as well as help to increase the feeling of trust and
safety of a passenger [9, 15]. However, none of these studies have
purely focused on the UX in autonomous driving when it comes
to communicating the AI’s awareness and intent. Therefore, this
paper wants to provide a first step in this direction.

3 PROTOTYPE
3.1 Driving Situations
In the context of autonomous driving, different types of situations
can occur. During a workshop with researchers and automotive
employees at a research campus, the following four different cate-
gories of driving situations were identified: proactive and reactive
ones, which both can either be critical or non-critical.
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Figure 1: Three out of the five designed modalities. Left: reactive critical - light, middle: proactive non-critical - visualisation,
right: proactive non-critical - text.

Proactive Non-Critical: The AV has sufficient reaction time
for a situation that does not endanger human health or lives. For
example, a small construction site is in the vehicle’s way and needs
to be bypassed. The AV has to wait until oncoming traffic passed
and can then bypass the construction site.

Proactive Critical: The AV has sufficient reaction time for a
situation that does endanger human health or lives. For example,
a car in oncoming traffic is overtaking the car in front. The AV
recognises the situation and brakes early, to avoid a dangerous
situation.

Reactive Non-Critical: The AV has insufficient reaction time
for a situation that does not endanger human health or lives. For
example, a dog suddenly appears behind a parked car on the side
and runs across the street. The AV has to perform an emergency
brake.

Reactive Critical: The AV has insufficient reaction time for a
situation that does endanger human health or lives. For example, a
car in oncoming traffic is overtaking the car in front. The AV has
to perform an emergency brake to avoid an accident.

3.2 Feedback Design
A virtual reality (VR) prototype was created in Unity [33]. Follow-
ing the aforementioned studies’ research, a set of five different
feedback modalities was designed: light, visualisation, text, audio
and vibration, which all offer different depths of information.

Light: Based on the related work, light bars in the front left and
right of the vehicle use a sort of traffic light system to indicate
driving status, and reactions [20, 30]. White: everything is normal,
green: an obstacle was recognised, but a reaction is not necessary,
yellow: an obstacle was recognised, and the vehicle will brake,
red: risk of collision was recognised, the vehicle will perform an
emergency braking. If events happen at the front left of the vehicle,
the left light bar changes colour. The same applies to the right side.

If something happens directly in front of the vehicle, both light bars
change colour.

Audio: Passengers were presentedwith abstract sounds for three
different types of situations, so-called auditory icons or earcons
[5]. Continue drive: a short, relaxing sounding two-note chime
signalling that the shuttle continues its drive. Reaction: a neutral
sounding two-note chime signalling that a situation was recognised
and the shuttle will react. Warning: three consecutive beep sounds
that sound alerting and communicate dangerous situations.

Visualisation: A visualisation, inspired by the world of a minia-
ture representation of [15] and Tesla and Waymo [32, 35] is shown
to the passengers via a display. It highlights recognised objects,
vehicles and pedestrians as well as route information.

Text: When the vehicle performs actions related to driving situ-
ations, they are displayed via a short text. The focus lies on why-
messages, as introduced in [18], where testers reported a better
driving performance. For the four different driving situations in the
prototype it says "construction site", "overtaking", "!!animal!!" and
"!!ghost driver!!". Visually, it is always displayed the same way.

Vibration: Vibration patterns in the seat are used to communi-
cate different types of events as in [16, 24, 25]. Proactive situation:
vibrating three times with a duration of 0.3 seconds per vibration.
Reactive situation: vibrating six times with a shorter duration of
0.1 seconds per vibration.

3.3 Driving Simulator
For each of the four aforementioned driving situations, a virtual
driving scene was created, taking place in a single-lane urban area.
The AV was driving at around 30 km/h, and all driving situations
took around 25 seconds to experience. Besides the vibration, all
feedback modalities are part of the virtual world. The vibration was
realised via a vibration motor that is connected to an Arduino Uno
[2] which communicated directly with the Unity prototype. The
motor was installed in a small metal tube which lied on the sitting
surface.
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No Feedback Light Sound Visualisation Text Vibration
Pragmatic
Quality

0.55
α=0.77

2.05
α=0.94

1.19
α=0.88

1.15
α= 0.94

0.85
α=0.82

0.01
α=0.79

Hedonic
Quality

-0.40
α=0.86

0.63
α=0.91

–0.35
α=0.93

1.60
α=0.63

-0.41
α=0.85

0.63
α= 0.87

Overall 0.07 1.34
p<.001

0.42
p=.171

1.38
p<.001

0.22
p=.864

0.32
p=.442

Table 1: UEQ-S results of the different feedback modalities. The p-values refer to the no-feedback baseline comparison.

4 STUDY DESIGN
Based on related work, we present the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis H1: Different, single feedback modalities in the
form of light, audio, visualisation, text and vibration will create a
positive passenger UX in different driving situations.

A mixed-method within-subjects design was used for this ex-
periment. All testers experienced all four driving situations with
all feedback modalities, which were counterbalanced with a Latin
square design. All subjects were first-time users with no prior in-
formation about the different modalities. The UX, in the form of
pragmatic and hedonic quality [14], was measured using the UEQ-S
[29]. Testers were asked to answer the questionnaire regarding the
feedback they experienced during the rides. For the baseline ride
without any feedback, they were told to only rate the shuttle’s
driving actions as feedback. Qualitative feedback was collected
during and after the tests via the think-aloud method and an un-
structured interview. Afterwards, testers were asked to state which
feedback modality they liked best in which situation and which pair
of feedback modalities they would like to have in each situation.

The 22 participants (12 female, medium age = 28.36, SD = 4.04)
did not share a common background and were recruited from a
university (students and employees), different research institutes
and the industry. All of them had a valid driver’s license and no prior
experience with fully autonomous driving. All reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and no physical constraints. Since all
of the testers were first-time users, they were introduced to the
prototype via a VR tutorial which explained the different feedback
modalities. They did not experience any distractions or a secondary
task during the different drives. Each test took roughly one hour.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 User Experience Questionnaire - Short
Table 1 shows the results for the different feedback rides. Reliability
was measured using Cronbach alpha [6]. The UEQ-S states values >
0.8 as a positive evaluation and values < -0.8 as a negative evaluation.
Since the UEQ-S data was not normally distributed a Friedman’s
Two-Way Analysis was performed.

Looking at the results, there is an indication that the hypothesis
H1 is partly valid. For every feedback modality, the UEQ-S scores
were higher than the no-feedback baseline. However, not all feed-
back modalities created a significantly better UX. The feedback
modalities that showed only neutral overall scores were sound, text
and vibration. Sound had a positive pragmatic quality (PQ) but a
negative neutral hedonic quality (HQ). This is consistent with the

testers’ statements, who said that the sound feedback might be
annoying in the long run (10 mentions). The feedback modality text
scored the worst overall score of all feedback modalities. It was de-
scribed as redundant (6), was missing some sort of colour highlight
(10) and took testers too long to read and process (6). Vibration also
had a low overall score and is the only feedback modality with a
lower PQ than the no-feedback baseline. The results are supported
by testers saying that vibration is annoying and unpleasant (11),
not always understandable (3) and creates a feeling that one needs
to act, which they cannot as passive passengers (4).

The feedback modalities light and visualisation both created a
significantly positive UX compared to the baseline (p<.001). The
light’s high positive PQ is supported by it being useful and well
understandable in some or all situations (18). However, it only
scored a neutral HQ which might be due to too many gradients of
light, which felt unnecessary and provided too much feedback (12).
The feedback modality visualisation is the only one that scored
positively for both PQ and HQ and achieved the best overall score of
all modalities. Its positive PQ is supported by the testers’ statements
that it is helpful (7). Highlighting relevant things in the visualisation
(7) might increase its PQ even more. The high HQ is supported by
testers stating that it is reassuring to see what the AV sees (8).

5.2 Favourite Feedback Modalities
Testers preferred softer, less intrusive feedback for the proactive
situations (light or visualisation) and more prominent feedback
for the reactive ones (sound or light), which is consistent with
what Politis et al. found out [26]. Looking at the desired feedback
modality pairs, testers wished for the pairs light & visualisation and
visualisation & text for the proactive situations. This is supported by
their think-aloud statements, saying that visualisation is missing an
intention (6) and should be combined with text (3). For the reactive
situations, more prominent feedback was preferred again, with
light being either extended by sound or vibration.

6 LIMITATIONS
As with all empirical studies, there are certain limitations to the
experiment. While VR is an immersive medium and situations like
the critical overtaking scared testers, which showed that there is an
emotional reaction to the situations, a digital world is always only
a representation of the real world and may lack immersion due
to graphic, sound or g-forces limitations. Moreover, testers were
told to only focus on the ride to achieve comparability between the
different feedbackmodalities. In a real-world scenario, passengers of
anAVmight beworking, listening tomusic or having a conversation
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and might not focus on the ride as much. Furthermore, all testers
experienced the different modalities for the first time and only for
four rides. Also, only people with a median age of 28 were tested.

7 CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
The study shows that, overall, the different feedback modalities
were able to create a better UX compared to the no-feedback base-
line. However, only light and visualisation were able to create a
significantly positive UX. For the different driving situations, testers
preferred softer, less intrusive feedback modalities for proactive
situations and more prominent feedback for the reactive ones. This
is true for unimodal feedback and feedback pairs and shows that
it might be reasonable to present an AV’s driving decision with
different feedback modalities depending on the situation. Further
studies will take a look at the combination of light and visualisation
and their impact on the understanding of the actions of an AV as
well as their implications on the UX of an autonomous ride.
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